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No 19 CRAZY PATCH POT-HOLDER

What do do with all those bits that are left over from sewing projects?
When I was a teenager my Grandmother taught me various ways that you could use those scaps.  
One of these was this round pot-holder.  She didn't have wadding back in her day and used old 
blankets instead.  I have used a fabric hanging tab but back then it was a brass ring.  Today they are 
too expensive to use!

MATERIALS

Scraps of fabric in coordinating colours.  (100% Cotton is best but 
  use what you have to hand.)

9" (23 cm) square of calico for crazy patch backing

9" (23 cm) square of fabric for the reverse side.

9" (23 cm) square of heat resistant wadding.

30" (76 cm) of 1" (25 mm) wide bias binding in a contrasting colour.
(I have used a pre-pack of commercial Poly Cotton Bias binding. But you 
can also  buy bias binding by the yard (or metre). )

Coloured thread
Sewing machine
Pins, needle and thread for finishing

CUTTING OUT & FABRIC 
PREPARATION
 Use the patterns on the following 
pages, which include cutting and 
preparation instructions, to cut out 
your fabric pieces.

(You could just use two pieces of 
fabric if you don't want to patch the 
front or you might want to use strips 
instead.)
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CONSTRUCTION:

1.  Audition your fabrics before stitching.

2.  Sew into position onto the calico backing.

3.  Layer the three fabrics, back piece, wadding and crazy patch,   
     Pin or tack.

4. Using the fancy stitches on your machine sew through all  
    layers of fabric along the seam lines using a contrasting
    coloured thread.

5. Fold the bias binding in half length ways and press.  This will
    allow you to position it equally on both sides of the edge of the 
    pot-holder.

6. Make a hanging loop from a  5" (10 cm) Piece of the bias binding
    by folding in half and sewing down both sides. 

7. Position the binding at the edge and then tack into position.  If 
    you are an accomplished sewer you can sew the bias
    binding on in one step.  If your are a beginner or have a 
    moderate level of skill I suggest machining the front side and 
   then slip stitching the bias binding to the back using a slip
   stitch, catching the machine stitching as a guide.

       And you're finished!

These make great sale items for fetes or why not make a pair as a gift. 



SEWING LINE
CUTTING LINE

Main pattern  cut 1 for back.
( if not patching cut 2)

Heat resistant wadding  cut I

If strip quilting, crazy patch or 
other patching, for base :

          cut 1 from calico
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TIP:
Trace over the lines with a thick pen by placing the pattern under your calico. Then draw over these lines 
using a pencil and ruler.

Use a flip and sew method to sew your pieces onto the base. Place piece No 1 over the shape and place 
No 2 over this, right sides together. Sew along the line, flip No 2 so that the right side is facing up and 
press into position. Continue till all pieces are in position.  Trim your seams as you go along.   You could 
use strips quilting to make this as well.

I like to sew my pieces at the outer edges a bit larger and then trim back.   


